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Clements signs merger bill into law
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

Senate Bill No. 47was signed
on May 26 by Gov. Bill Clements after being approved by
the Texas Senate and the House
of Representatives. No other bill
has affected PAU as much as it
merges our university with the
University of Texas System.
Beginning September 1, the
Edinburg campus will be known
as UT-Pan American, and the

Brownsville campus will be UTPA-Brownsville. The merger,
which is to improve South Texas'
higher education, was written by
Sen. Hector Uribe of Brownsville
and sponsored in the House by
state Rep. Juan Hinojosa of
McAllen.
"There's no doubt that the
potential represented by the
University of Texas System will
add to the quality of life in the
Valley for years to come," Uribe
said.

The merger wil 1not affect the
credit hours earned by students
before the bill officially goes into
effect. Neither does it affect the
employmentstatusoftheadministration, faculty and staff of either campus. In addition, the
open admission policy will remain.
Upgrading programs in social
work, allied health and business
which would lead to master's
and doctoral degrees and establishing an engineering program

N
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are a few of the additions UT has
committed to make. ·
The original proposal asked
forPAU-Brownsville to become
a free-standing degree-granting
institution, but it was deleted after
Gov. Clements threatened to veto
the UT-PAU merger bill if the
Brownsville provision remained.
A provision in the bill reads
that PAU-B may "be converted
to a free-standing, fully statesupported coeducational institu-

tion of higher learning on compliance with all requirements
imposed by the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board
and on securing the site for such
institution, consisting of at least
200 acres ofland, at no cost to the
state."

passed by the senate and it awaiting for approval in the House.
According to Uribe,thePAUB section would place force on
UT "to help Pan American University at Brownsville prepare
its programs so that it can meet
the criteria that the coordinating
board has set for being a degreegranting and free-standing institution."
Once again though, Clements
threatens to veto a bill which
includes a PAU-B provision.

A provision askingforthefreestanding status of PAU-B was
added to a bill that adds freshmen
and sophomore courses to the
upper level UT-Dallas and UTPermian Basin. The bill has been
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PAU, UT to offer
M.A. in social work
FRANCES DE LEON
Staff Writer

PAU will offer a master's
degree program in social work
(MSSW) beginning in the fall,
its first cooperative program with
the University of Texas System.
Assistant professor of social
work at UT-Arlington, Norma
Benavides will coordinate the
new program and will be on hand
at the Liberal Arts (LA) Faculty
Conference Room (third floor)
today to answer any questions.
For students who do not have
an appointment, Benavides can
meet with them from 9-10 a.m.,
noon-1 p.m. and 4:30-5 p.m.
The curriculum calls for students to take two courses per
semesterfortwo academic years.
Courses will be offered on Fridays and Saturdays. On alternative weekends, one course will
be taught by UT-Arlington faculty and one by Pan Am faculty.
During the third and final year
of study, students will attend UT-

Arlington for one semester to
acquire classroom instruction and
thus establishing the required
residency. Field instruction will
be obtained in the Valley.
According to Raul H. Solis,
PAU social work professor, the
program has been in the works
since the fall because of the Texas
Department of Health Services.
DHS saw a need for the program and approached the UT
System. UT-Arlington was the
only unit that responded, said
Solis.
The venture might expediate
Pan Am's own MSSW program.
"First, it' 11 show the need (fora
MSSW program)," Solis said
adding that the program "gets the
mechanism already rolling."
Deadline to receive completed
applications for the. pr~gram,
references and transcn pts 1s June

I
I

J

30.

For more information, call Solis
at 381-3579.
A student gestures in vain to a faculty member for a class that has
been closed during registration . Regular registration ran Friday from

Parking warning

8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

(Photo by Leticia Cavazos)
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Edinburg campus enrollment up 7.6 %

Parking on University Drive in front of Pan Am and on Van Week
Street in back of Pan Am is illegal.
Cars parked in these two areas are violating city1Uld state regulations and may be towed away at the owner's expense. Tow charges
Preliminary enrollment figrun$35 and higher. The cars will also be ticketed by the city or state. ures for the first summer session
at Pan American University show
an increase in the Edinburg
campus and a decrease in the
Monday-Thursday
7:30 a.m.-1 1 p.m. Brownsville campus.
As of Tuesday, the Edinburg
Friday
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
campus enrollment rose from
Saturday
Closed
5,958 last summerto 6,410 for an
Sunday
1-10 p.m.
increase of 7 .6 percent.

Summer Library Hours

Enrollment atthe Brownsville
campus dipped 5.8 percent from
927 last summerto 873 this year.
These figures are taken from
the second class day of both last
year and this year's enrollment
figures.
Beginning freshman enrollment rose 151 percent from 310

last year to 777. Registrar Day id
Zuniga attributes the growth to
the passage of the Tex.as Academic Skills Program (TASP),
which becomes effective September 1.
Incoming freshman who successfully complete at least three
semester hours t-efore Septem-

Regents approve
parking lot bid
The Board of Regents last
month approved a bid for the
construction of anew parking lot
and announced the names of
faculty members who have received promotions.
Wright Way Construction Co.
of Harlingen submitted the bid of
$197,282 for the parking lot to be
located near the Student Services Building.
Six faculty members have been
promoted to full professor and
six promoted to assistant professor, effective September 1.
Those promoted to full professor are Dr. Kevin Morse, education; Dr. James Aldridge, psychology; Dr. Bill Arnold , psychology; Dr. James Gormly,
history; Dr. Gary Montgomery,
psychology; and Dr. Sarah Neitzel, psychology.
New associate professors are
Dr. Bruce Wilson, nursing; Dr.
HildaMedrano,education; Philip
Field, art; Dr. Lee Hamilton,
English; Dr. Thomas Pozorski,
psychology; and Dr. Wallace
Tucker, music.
Announced also were the hiring of three faculty members:
Benjamin 0 . Ebash-Onofa, asee 'Regents' page 6

ber 1 will not have to take the
TASP. After then, the test must
be taken before a student completes nine semester hours of
college work.
Late registration continues
until tomorrow, and final enrollment figures will be ready by
June 16.

Communications
chair approved

-,

.

-

Taking in some rays between classes-

Greg White (Junior) takes some time out between class for some sun at th e track.
.
(Photo by Deida Lepez)
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Dr. Edwin A. Leach was recently approved as the new
communications department
chair, succeeding Dr. Marian
Monta, for the upcoming school
semesters.
Leach is currently coordinator
of the communication disorders
in the communication department.
Increased faculty involvement
in making decisions that affect
the department will be a high
priority goal for the coming year,
Leach said.
"My job is to set up situations
in which the decision-making
process is facilitated and to see
that decisions are carried out,"
Leach said.
A framework in which the
decision making process works
from the top-down is not conducive to maximizing departmental staff potential and can be a
source of problems, Leach said.
"Competition within the department and between departments for available funding for
equipment is a problem and the
current means of allocating funds
for equipment purchases can

See'Leach' page 6
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EDITORIAL

Proposal needed
to provide guidelines
for faculty, students

' 1989 Rochester Post,Bullclin
1Jt~1r1b\ltt"d by ,-;atra Newspap<"r fHtur~

A

drmnistrative assistant Carol Rausch made a proposal at the April meeting of the Faculty Senate to
include in the university's "Policy and Procedures"
manual a policy on romantic/sexual involvement between faculty and staff under their supervision, or students
enrolled in their classes.
The policy's main objective is to prevent faculty members or
any person "in power" to abuse that power which may result in
problems for the faculty and the university.
Although the p~o~osal met with a negative attitude by some
senat~ ~embers, It IS clear a need for the policy exists. It would
help hm1t fa~ulty/student personal involvement, thus keeping it
~n a p~ofess10nal level often shattered by sexual/romantic relauonsh1ps between faculty and students.
Su~h rel~tio~sh~ps c~ make it difficult for faculty members to
remam obJ~cu~e i~ their treatment and grading of their students.
In such a s_ituat~on It would be impossible to guarantee that the
grade receive_d 1s the gr~de e~ed through academic obligations.
Moreover, if the relat1onsh1p terminates, faculty members
coul~ b~ tempted to use their status to coerce students into
contillumg the rela~ionship, possibly even through threats. In
such a c~se, the umversity, as well as the faculty member, could
be held liable for sexual harassment.
Although the proposed policy states nothing about students
who_haras_s faculty members, the manual does contain a policy
deal~g with the proper behavior of students in the classroom.
It 1_s for these reasons that the policy should be included in the
'.'Poh~y and Procedures" manual-to preserve the professional
illtegri!y of the facul!y/student relationship and to ensure that the
educat10nal process 1s equally fair for everyone involved.

L E TT ER S P O L I C Y:
"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
to th~ editor should be 300 words or less. They may be edited
for libelous statements, correct spelling and grammatical
errors. Letters with vulgar expressions will not run. All
letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone
~umber, and where applicable, major and classification or job
ntle. Letters must be legible. Names may be withheld upon
request. Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications
Offi~e, _Emilia Hall_ 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to
pubhcat1on. The editors reserve the right to not print any
let~er. If interested in writing a guest column, contact the
editor.
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An end to registration woes near?

A

t the onset of each semester, many students dread the
ordeal known as registration. In a collegiate battle
royal, students are packed into the Fieldhouse and set
loose on a frenzied race for the classes they require.
Many students stand in line for hours only to be informed the class
they want is closed and is likely to remain so. Undaunted, the
students then move on to stand at the end of yet another line and hope
their next choice is, by some miracle of our great God, still open.
More often than not, however, the course has already met its quota.
This process can take the entire day to no satisfactory end.
Not surprisingly, the frustrating process of registration encourages many students to cheat by getting friends with earlier appointments to take their packets and pick up class stickers for them.
These students, in tum, cheat the more honest students.
Disorganization and the shortage of faculty and staff have contributed heavily to the registration problem at Pan American. Students
would no! object to standing in long lines to get first one label, then
the next, if they knew that they had had a class sticker waiting for
them at the front of the line.
But the long lines and usual insufficiency at registration may
come to an end a~ early as next spring. Reportedly, the registration
hattle next fall will mar~ the !ast of the mental and physical fatigue
students undergo at reg1strat1on.

F

Mark May, Sport Editor

Randy Klutts, Copy Editor

"•·-~=---· ~•4·-·--- --

eelings of deja vu swept over me as I watched telecasts of
the Chinese tanks roaring into Tiananmen Square. I recalled long-suppressed images of Hungarian college students in 1956 hurling Molotov cocktails at Russian tanks,
futile gestures of defiance meeting with a degree of violent suppression similar to the brutal attacks happening in Beijing now.
Conversations with the students who had been able to flee Hungary revealed they had expected the United States to provide far
more than mere moral support.

Edinburg, Tx.

Beatriz Moya, Managing Editor

Leticia Cavazos, Editor

/

According to Vice President for Academic Affairs Bill Morris, a
new software package for the university's computer system to
facilitate the registration process will be put to use, tentatively for
spring '90 registration.
The new software is expected to enable students to register early
and, eventually, by phone, and, among many other things, to walk
away with the conviction that the classes they have signed up for are
theirs for keeps.

Meat -N- Potatoes
By BEATRIZ MOYA

Managing Editor
. Many other Tex~s u~versities use a preregistration system,
mcludmg UT-Austin. It 1s hoped PAU will implement a similar
system so as to e~d or at least greatly reduce registration headaches.
P~rhaps thos~ m the upper echelon in the PAU administration
havm~ a say ~ tormulating the registration process will take
expedient steps ill implementing the long-overdue revamping of the
process rather than dragging their feet on the issue as they have done
m the past.

Moderation key to 'Chinese crisis

THE PAN· AMERICAN
37th year
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Staff Writers: Frances De Leon, Dan Garza
Reporters: Hugo Avila, Lydia Elizondo,
Joseph Kertesz
Photographers: Carlos Guzman, Delcia Lopez,
Joel Martinez, Nereo Ramos
Staff Artist/Production Assistant: Eliud Cabrera
Advertising Director: Joseph Mangin
Adviser: Joyce Prock

Candid Shots
By JOSEPH KERTESZ
Reporter

The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Student
Publications. It is published every Thursday except during vacations and
holidays under the Department of Communications, Dr. Marian Monta,
acting chair; and Joyce Prock, adviser.Views presented here are those of the
writers and not necessarily reflect those of the university administration.
Subscription rate by mail is $4 a year or $2 a semester.

Unfortunately it is relatively easy to urge students to stand up for
their democratic rights. The U.S. has dangled the carrot of democracy in Hungary, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Poland and other countries, providing for the most part only moral support for those
seeking democratic reform.
The stated objectives of the students in Beijing for a free press
democratic reform and an end to government corruption are worth~
while goals. The deficiencies th_e Chinese students are trying to
correct can be found throughout the world, including the Rio
Grande Valley.

Student Publications, Emilia Hall 100
Office381-2541
Newsroom: 381-2544,381-2542
Advertising: 381-2541

While China has
d dr
• •
•
.
.
ma e amau~ Improv~~ents m the eco~omic
sphere ill recent years, pr~gress rn the political arena has fa~led to
keep pace. Pe~ple_ are qmck _to m~e mo~ey but slow to give up
power. No~alization ofrelations with C:hinahas taken many years
to accomp!ish and should not be t~en lightly.
.
Moderauo,n on the part of the Chinese students and m the U.S.
g_ovemment s response to what has hap~ened should be emphasiz~d. Moderate amounts of pressure _apphed for a sustained period
of time can produce a far more effecuve and enduring change than
violent confrontation.
We are now entering a crucial stage in world history. Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev spoke with candor when he said that
negligence and inefficiency were the causes of a recent train
disaster. In Iran new leadership to replace the Ayatollah Khomeini
is being selected. In Poland, Solidarity has been legalized and the
most open election in 40 years in Eastern Europe has just taken
place.
These changes appear to have occurred overnight, but in reality
they have_ taken_ many years to a~complish. A firm but flexible
stance which bmlds on past expenence should help us to meet the
challenges and opportunities of this new age.
b ~Y taking an a~ti~e part~ our own internal political process and
eillg conce~ed. with foreign policy as well, we as students can
fulf~l an obhgatlon to our fellow students in China to
th ·
see eir
sacnfices were not made in vain.

(P'='oc:::><=-=-c:~-=-=,=-c::::,,c:,c.c:ICl,OC::,OC::,,OC~~:::,oc:,,o=i,
Joe
Rottier
Hairstyling

Bobby

SOUTI-I

Anabelle
Omar

TUESDAYS

Fafwt'&
!Ba 'tbe 't c:£fz.op
Call 383-901 2
for Appointment
Walk-ins also Welcome

520 E. University
Edinburg, Texas

~
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Black and White Night

-I
I
I

1-

Banana
Split

--

.
1

99c
(Nuts Eltra)

EDINBURG
1205 S. CLOSNER
383-9017

ELSA
601 E. 107
262-9217

I
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ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT
Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
~ On Tuesdays Only!

\

NO COVER All NIGHT!
FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
FTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRINKS
TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE ..

NO COVER & FREE DRINKS DOES NOT APPLY TO 18 to 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES

.

1\fpfoc{uctive ·

.-.:•• -

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx. 78550

-~ervites

.'~.In Assaciation with Adoption At~·,· t
·p
•d·
.
,, 1a es
... rov, mg Choices in Reprod· t·
.
UC /Ve Health Care
Pregnancy Testing
111111!1 Problef!l flregn,ancy Counseling
""" , Pregnan9y Termination (1st & 2
.
Morning A.ft,er Treatment
nd Trimester)
~ Family Pl,nning/Birth Control
·
.
. . Speak~rs For Ed!Jcational Proi~~ssel111g
. . Adoption Services

·•- ·For Information CALL.
. 428-6242 - 428-6243.
Licensed By Th T
.

e

exas Department 01 Health
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READER'S V O I C E - - - - - - - - - Fund books,
not games
To the editor:
Your latest editorial contrasting the University of North
Texas with Pan American
inclu?e_d absolutely nothing
pertammg to academics. Do
they have any Nobel Prize
winners on the faculty? Do
they have any juicy research
projects going on there? How
many volumes do they have in
the library? You apparently
don't know because you spent
all your time researching the
nightclub and the game room.

If your idea of a superior
university is simply a place to
drink beer, play pool and buy
surfboards, then your concept
of higher education is somewhat in7antile. This is the
attitude ·Ne would expect from
freshman sociology majors.

the well-kept grounds on this
campus is really reaching for it.
If this school is so "dreary and
drab," then do your part to
brighten it up by transferring
the hell out.
P.S. I note that you withheld
the printing of my last nasty
letter praising the opposition in
the S.G.A elections until a
week after the elections were
over. Were you afraid tht my
opinions might sway voters? Is
this your idea of a free press?

Scott Fabian
Senior

Editor called·
'self-serving'
To the editor:
We always enjoy seeing the
new issue of Rio. As Pan
Am's general interest magazine, Rio offers a unique
perspective on Valley issues.
Another uniqueness is the way
the magazine is enhanced by
any given editor's personality.
Each editor brings his or her
own set of strengths and weak,¥esses which makes each
magazine as individual as its
editor.

When we did the magazine,
we enjoyed feelings of camaraderie and healthy competition
with past editors. we could
rely on their advice and the
good examples they set, admire
what they had done, and make
our own mark without the
element of one-upmanship that
stands out in the current editor's remarks. It's unfortunate
that the editor, in promoting his
magazine, compliments himself
at the expense of others.

by its past any more than we
do.
The editor's hope that subsequent editors will follow this
example hardly seems selfserving or self-congratulatory.

It is a sincere hope-a hope we
hope you share-that editors
never lose sight of what's most
important: creating a magazine
that answers to the present, not
one that exists as a monument
to the past.

e

Sal ma Ghanem
It is exactly the work of past
Fall 1987
editors that has prompted the
Tara Ellis
to achieve what it has
Spring 1986, Spring 1987 magazine
achieved to date and the staff
Leonid Ellis
and editor of Rio greatly
Spring 1988
appreciate past editors for
digging deeper and shoving
Rio into a higher realm, higher

'Rio' staff
responds

meaning exactly what it implies.

Although indebted to the past
of past Rio
accomplishments
To Salma Ghanem & Tara
editors,
each
magazine
is an
Ellis:
·
entitiy
in
itself.
Healthy
com"Rio," like any creative
petition is precisely what has
enterprise, owes a considerable
contributed to the great success
debt in form, content and spirit
It may be hard for you to
of the magazine now and in
The
current
to
its
predecessors.
believe, but there are students
past
issues and enhancement
of
"Rio"
freely
acknowlstaff
that have been here for years
and
modification
is a part of
edges
this
debt.
that have never even been in
anything
that
aims
to be better, A local youth goes up for a shot in a basketball camp in the Field house.
our gan1e room and couldn't
However, we believe the
especially
with
a
magazine
that The camps, conducted by Basketball Coach Kevin Wall, will continue
care less about it. They spend
As former editors, we know
magazine should not be limited
changes editors as much as it
for two weeks.
(Photo b,t Joel Martinez)
it's important to project selfby some misplaced sense of
their Saturday nights sweating
does. Apart from what was
confidence, but we take excep- tradition, but remain open to
over long equations and debugless publicized sports _at Pan
that soccer is the Valley's only
said about the Editor's comging computer programs while
tion to the self-serving tone of
change. The recent changes in
Am, such as soccer, did not get chance at stardom. The soccer
ments, do these past editors
the editor's note in the current
logo, format, design and editodingbats like you are watching
the recognition it deserved.
team has been down for too
have
any comment on the
issue. Maintaining some
rial content in "Rio" were not
reruns and playing foos-ball.
Thi<; team disph.yed great pride many years; there has not been
magazine itself, its design, its
d
f
perspective on one's contribu?J1d_ho~or ~n defending this
enough financial assistance as
It's true that ··a university
tions is essential.
ma e out o any attempt to
quality? That, we think, would mst1tut10n m sports.
well as support from the Athobliterate the contributions of
should address the needs of the
be a much more valuable and
students," but considering the
For one thing, every editor
previous editors, but to build
Many of the people who
letic Department.
apropos critique.
onto that foundation.
severely remedial level of most "breaks new ground;" no one
attended
th
is
banquet
called
1988-89 "Rio" staff
In the past years, soccer has
P.A.U. students, sparse state
has a monopoly for innovation.
As former editors, you must
this the worst banquet ever at
had
one of the best winning
funds would be better spent
Every editor builds on what has be aware the nature of anything
Pan Am. In soccer alone, 3
percentages
in the last 3 years.
filling the barren bookshelves
been done, digs "a bit deeper," creative is change. And to not
seniors did not get the recognihas
been 28 wins,
The
record
and launches "Rio into a higher change when change is clearly
on the top floor of the library
tion they deserve. It is not
16
losses,
and
5
ties. Soccer
rather than blowing them on
realm," whatever "higher"
called for would be be to deny
because of the senior gift, but a
In the
deserves
a
little
support.
more pool tables.
means. Presumable this knowl- the creative potential of the
chance to get recognized in
of
the
1994
World
Cup
to
eve
edge is in the capable and
magazine and the students who
You are famous for plenty of
front of their peers.
be held for the first time ever in
To the editor:
complaints and no constructive
beneficent hands of the current work on it. We do not believe
Maybe it is because we are
the United States, it would be
Being pan of the 1989 athsuggestions, but griping about
editor.
you want "Rio" to be limited
not in the American South
wise to support as well as
letic banquet :md the 1988-89
UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII athletic seasoni I am deeply
Conference, but with that
recognize the world's most
t,ibsrncle
in
mind,
many-people
popular spon ...soccer! t
isap.p@illtOO 'lt
a.y ycu
Fi
~
in the Rio Grande Valley know
Names withheld by request
organized the banquet. The

Soccer team
feels slighted

i-

381~6921 ~~
~ Pops Meat & Cheese I
5Resta·urant
5:
BURGERS, BEER SANDWICHES
:
-- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,---------------~---5- DAILY $1.99 SANDWICH
SPAGHETTI' DINNER i
-§
i
~

~

~

SPECIAL

381-5921

-§ ,--------------,
=
NOW SERVING
-=
-== BREAKfASl - LUNCH
5DINNER

·-~--::

Weeknights
After 5, &
Saturday After 12.

· All the Spaghetti &

& G$ar1,.·c rcoaS

(Just West of University Inn)

t

3 29

MON-SAT 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.

GREAT STAFFI

§

-§
=
=
-

Homemade Meat Sauce
You Can Eat
:=
With Salad
§

~ - -- - - - - - - - - - - '

1410 W. UNIVERSITY DR.

-:.-

--

GREAT LOCATIONI

GREAT PRICES!
• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms

• 2 Swimming Pools
N

=i

• Tennis Courts

-

• Cabana With Bar-be-que

<3
a:

i

Tropical Texas Center for Mental Health and Mental Retardation
fully recognizes the value of VOLUNTEERS in developing and
operating our programs to meet the needs of our clients. Thus,
we invite citizens in our communities to SHARE A VISION by
joining our Volunteer Services and experiencing the difference
you can make in the clients lives. Volunteering is really caring
and being able to do something about the caring!

-

a:
<
Cl
:::)

EL BOSQUE APTS .

~

♦

t
i
♦

BECAUSE YOU CARE

• Courtesy Security

0

L-------------' :
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..............................................
BECAUSE WE CARE

• On Site Management

V)

0

E

w
WEST SCHUNIOR
L.A. "PARKING LOT

S

P.A.U.

EL BOSQUE APARTMENTS
1609 W. SCHUNIOR
(1 block Northwest of Pan Am Campus)

If you have a genuine interest in people, use your natural gifts
and talents to meet new challenges and enjoy the satisfying work
VOLUNTEERING presents to you.
1

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH/ MENTAL RETARDATION
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
CALL 383-0121, EXT. 213 for more information.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ASK ABOUT OUR SUMMER SPECIAL!
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The Pan American------------------------------------------Outstanding facuity honored
Pozorski, psychology assistant
professor; and Robert Guinn,
health and physical education
professor received an award for
pants will then divide into workshops at 10 a.m. with McDonald
scholarship/research.
talking to pre-kinder to third grade teachers and Heimlich with
fourth to eighth grade teachers.
The service award went postO'Neil will speak Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. on "An Integrated
humusly to Charles Yundt, assisApproach to Assessment: TEAMS '90-95."
Receiving an award for excel- tant professor of Business AdTeachers may make reservations for the two-day lecture wordlence in teaching are Clara ministration-Academic proshop for $25 or one-day for a $15, and students may attend the twoBuitenbos, associate professor of grams; Kevin Morse, department
day event for $5.
Business Administration-Aca- of Curriculum and Instructional
For more information, call 381-3402.
demic programs; Ralph Carlson, E_Iementary and Secondary assoassociate professor and depart- ciate professor; and Marian
ment chair of School Service and Manta, communications profesCounseling; and Delores Reed- sor.
_The award foc~ses on the sigSanders, assistant professor and
nificant
professional contribuA blood drive sponsored by the Student Health Services will be
department chair of sociology.
tions
to
higher
education made
held June 20-22.
Mohammed Farooqui, biology
our
faculty.
by
Students, faculty and staff interested in donating blood can do so
assistant professor; Thomas
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the lobby of the Learning R e s o u r c e l..- - - - - - - - - - ,
Nine faculty members were
recognized with "Outstanding
Faculty Awards" for their excellence in teaching, scholarship/
research and community/uni versity service diring graduation
ceremonies.

Loans Available for 2nd session
The PAU-B financial aid office is awarding Emergency Loans
and Shon Term Loans for the s~cond summer session and accepting
scholarship applications for the 1989-90 academic year.
The loans are given on a first-come, first-served basis. Scholarships will be awarded on availability of funds, and interested
students must apply as soon as possible.
For more information, call the financial aid office at 542-6882.

Blood drive scheduled June 20-22

PAU-B Film Festival Continues
"Las Bicicletas Son Para El Verano" is the next film presented by
the PAU-B Spanish film festival which will continue through the
summer depending on student and community participation and on
the availability of films from the Consulate General of Spain.
The classic film is scheduled to be shown June 28 at 7 p.m. in the
Benito Longoria Conference Room located in the Arnulfo L.
Oliveira Memorial Library.
Other films scheduled for the summer are "No Es Bueno Que El
Hombre Este Solo" and "Funivos."
Everyone is invited to attend, and admission is free of charge.
For movie schedule confirmation and other information, call

C~~:r~~:iformation contact Student Health Services at 381- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - 2511 or go by Emilia Hall, Room 103.
Gomez. Females only.
NEED PART TIME INCOME?
ARE YOU ATTRACTING THE
Remarkable compensation &
BEST CHOICES IN LIFE? Disresidual income opportunity!
cover the proven, twenty-minute
Become an INDEPENDENT
Spiritual Exercises of ECKREP
for
NETMARKETING
PA U will grant 70 waivers for students who can't afford the Texas
ANKAR
to get in touch with
WORK
2000
the
only
network
Academemic Skills Program (TASP) test fee-$24.
pirit-Forthe
highest guidance
S
Marketing company authorized
Students planning to attend a Texas public college or university
in
your
daily
life.
For more into market the services of U.S.
for the first time this fall must take the TASP.
formation
on
this
and
understandSPRING. We will train you. I'l}.
T ASP is a three part test that diagnoses reading, writing and
ing
your
dreams,
write:
ECKshow
you
how!
Call
Dwight
mathematics skills and was mandated by the Texas Legislature two
ANKAR,
P.O.
Box
5835
P,
in
McAllen
at
(512)
Robertson
years ago. Entering freshmen and transfer students must pass all
McAllen,
TX.
78502
or
attend
a
or
1(800)777-0838,
682-2215
three parts before being allowed to take upper level courses (beyond
on
public
introductory
program
ext.
270.
60 college hours).
Thursday, June 22 at the First
To be eligible for the waivers, students must arply and complete
SMALL APARTMENT. Near
City Bank at 200 S. 10th St., at
the admission application process for financial aici before June 21.
PAU. Call 383-3425, Carmen 7:30p.m.
Waivers will be for the July 29 testing date.
Application forms for the T ASP waivers are available at the
Student Service (SS) Building, Room 168.
For more information, call Lucille Shabowich at 381-2501.

Waiver available for TASP test

541-0860.

Club receives endowment
The Hearst Foundation Inc. of San Francisco awarded the Pan

American University Foundation a $25,000 endowment. It will
dedicate this endowment to the Pan Am Pre-Med/Bio-Med Club.
The endowment will provide the club with approximately $2,500

a year for unrestricted expenditures. According to Dr. Sammie
Sides, chair of the biology department, the money will be used for
videos, books, student travel and informational materials that cannOt be purchased with state funds.
These things will help the Pre-Med and Bio-Med students to

preJ)are for admissions tests to various medical and dental institutions.

PASS Plays Haunting Comedy

Reading, writing lecture series set

Pan American Summer Stock (PASS) will perform "Blithe
Spirit" by Noel Coward June 22-25 at the University Theater.
The performances are scheduled at 8 p.m. Thursday-Saturday
and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Tuesday during play rehearsal, a validated I.D. will allow two
students to enter free of charge.
Sophisticated wit makes "Blithe Spirit" appealing to the discriminating, intellectual college student. The smash hit of the
London and Broadway stages of the '30's portrays a dead wife as
she deliciously haunts her former husband. His new wife is not
spared either in this ghostly British comedy.
Other plays scheduled are "On the Razz le" by Tom Stoppard and
"The Inspector General" by Nicolai Gogol.
General admission is $5, and students are admitted free with
validated I.D.s.

The Wilford F. Lee Distinguished Lecture Series will be presented as a two-day reading and writing session on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
It is be open to all interested students and Valley teachers.
The topic is "The Teaching of Reading and Writing: New
Directions in America and Australia."
The speakers are Lorraine McDonald, a professor of reading and
writing from the Catholic College of Education in Sydney, Australia; Joan Heimlich, director of reading programs at the University
oif Wisconsin - Whitewater; and Sharon O'Neil, an expert in the
1EAMS assessment process from the Texas Education Agency.
The program will open at 9 a. m. with a lecture on "What Is Whole
Language?" by McDonald at the University Ballroom. The partici-
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N. 10th & Freddy Gonzalez / 381-66n

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR A HEALTHY
STUDENT BODY 90 DAYS FOR
SUMMER
SPECIAL
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(3 Months)

June - July - August

Phase I Offers: •
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"We are dedicated to health and
fitness in a comfortable and convenient atmosphere at an affordable
price."

OPEN 24 Hours Weekdays-Sat. Till 10 P.M. Sun. NOON-6 P.M.

381-6678

381-66TT

• We reserve the right to cancel this limited offer at any timeOffer good For full time students only. When You Are Really
Serious About Getting In Shape, Come To See Us! "Bodies Are Our

Business"

RENTALS

MOVIE CLUBS
RENT TO OWN

VCR's, TV's, FURNITURE,

1/,r,

~

• A Full Wet Area
• 2 Large Fully Equ1ped Weight Areas
• (Soon to be the largest in South
Texas)
• Professional Racquetball Courts
• Spacious Locker Facilities
• T.V. & Lounge Area

t-------AND-----~,

~

.

Our Phase II Plans include Olympic
Pool, Lighted Tennis Courts, Jogging
Fitness Trail and More.

Hffe/d§er

LONI: E

~

• A 50 ft. Enclosed and Heated Pool
• The largest Aerobic Studio in South
Texas

,

We're still paying you top prices for your
used textbooks and will be doing so all year long.
We'll be open all summer from 7:30-5:30 Monday through Thursday
and from 7:30-1:00pm on Friday.

TBXAS BOO!t & SUPPIJIY

1

1516 W. University Drive behind Pizza Hut-phone 380-0345

nu:1i~w1rii:1t1~••1~ES
WITH A $30.00 PURCl-l'A : S E!!
One per customer, -while supplies last.

Freshmen bring this ad in
for a

free movie rental
and free membership
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Broncs' year distinguished
by uneven performances
MARK MAY

Spons Editor

Another year has passed us by
in Bronc athletics. It will go down
in history as the last year teams
competed as Pan American University. The team colors, green
and orange, will remain however. Here's a summary of each
team ·s season along with a
thumbsupordownon the kind of
year they had.
VOLLEYBALL
A very young team finished 621 and in fifth place in the
American South Conference. Led
by Sandra Kyle and Michelle
Solsbery, the Lady Broncs ended
up ahead of Louisiana Tech and
very nearly beat second place
New Orleans. Only the top four
teams qualified for the ASC
Tournament. Down.
SOCCER
Competing independantly, the
Broncs compiled a 6-8-2 record
to mark their second straight
losing season.
Salvador Garcia, Sammy Zavala, Hugo Lopez sparked the
offense while goalie Freddy
Sanguinetti anchored the defense.
The Broncs' highlight of the
year was a school record 14-0
whitewashing of Schreiner College. Upsets by Trinity and
Houston Baptist put a damper on
the season. Down.

TRACK
Last fall, women's cross country easily repeated as conference
champs. Thelma Morales (first
overall) took "Most Outstanding
Performer" honors. Up.
The men finished 10 points
behind Lamar for second place.
Up.
a11

Arkansas State swept the indoor championships in March.
Nancy Mireles won three races
and was voted the "Most Outstanding Perfonner" as the
women placed second. The men
dragged home fifth. Up. Down.
Ditto for the outdoor championships in April. ASU swept
while the women grabbed second and the men managed fifth.
Up. Down.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Coming off an 0-27 season, the
Lady Broncs of 1989 were not
expected to do any worse. They
didn't but they didn't improve
either, marking another 0-27
campaign.
They will begin next season
having lost 56 straight games,
two shy of the women's basketball record.
The '89 Lady Broncs were
~uch more competitive than the
year before. They very nearly
snapped their string, losing a
heartbreaker to Southwestern
Louisiana, 50-49, at the Field
house. Down.

The low was by losing to Southeastern Louisiana, 56-53, which
broke SEL's 16 game losing
streak. Up.
MEN'S TENNIS
As an independant, the men's
tennis team's accomplishments
went almost unnoticed. But they
won 19 matches while losing only
five.
Peppered with plenty of foreign players, men's tennis carried the sweet aroma of international success. Up.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
The 1989 Pan American
women's tennis team was a
throwback to those glory days of
yesteryear when tennis captured
5 NCAA titles in the early 1960's.
This bunch secured the ASC
title by winning two of six singles
matches and-two of three doubles
confrontations.
Coach David Cross was voted
"Coach of the year" by his peers.
Up.
GOLF
The golf team finished fifth in
the ASC. Paul Marmolejo was
among the top 20 golfers in the
conference. Down.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
The 15-13Broncs(4-7inASC)
Coach Al Ogletree' screw went
played like world beaters on some full circle in experiencing the
nights but not so well on others. massive thrills and deep disapSometimes this turnaround hap- pointments associated with the
pened in the same game.
game of baseball.
In the ASC Tournament, on
Ogletree won his 1,000th game,
USL's home floor, the Broncs March 14, over Miami of Ohio,
fell behind by 27 points early in 10-0.
the second half. They came back
The Broncs were cruising at
and tied it with under two min- 23-15 when suddenly they colutes remaining before falling by lapsed. They came up short in 12
six points. Incidently, Pan Am of their last 15 games to end up
was 5-4 in games decided by six 26-27. Not only did they miss the
points or less.
ASC Tournament but it marked
The high was beating confer- their first losing season since
ence champ New Orleans twice. 1962, Down. ~ ·

HAIRMASTERS
15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card
383-9133
walk-ins welcome
2002 W. University

Edinburg, Texas

The 1988-89 women's tennis team proudly displays its American South Conference championship
trophy won April 25 . Top row: Assistant Coach Zia Cohn, Gail Macisaac, Chris Reetz, Mary Jane Mayer,
Coach David Cross. Bottom row: Tania Webster, Barbara Barrera, Leah Viloria and Kim Butler.

Track star competes in NCAA
Monica Wesley became the
first female athlete in Pan American history to compete in the
NCAA Track and Field Championships last Saturday. She placed
12th in the tripie jump.
Wesley's first jump was her
best. She springed 40 feet, 4.25
inches in the finals.
After fouling on her second
jump, the sophomore ieaped 395 on her last attempt.
The Cameron, Texas native
jumped 41-5 (one inch above the
minimum required for an in vita-

tion) at the Houston Invitational, I know I could have done better."
May 28, to become one of 19
Wesley's qualifying leap in
qualifiers for the NCAA finals in Houston was a foot better than
Provo, Utah.
her best effort in Utah.
Wesley admitted she enjoyed
Coach Reid Harter accompathe
competition having never
nied Wesley to the championqualified
for anything of this
ships.
magnitude
in her life.
"The only thing I told her was
that it was important to relax and
"I never even made State
enjoy the competition," Harter
(Championships
in high school)
said.
before," she said.
Wesley said she followed HarShe is the only female athlete
ter's advice.
to make the NCAA Champion"I didn't feel intimidated," she ships in any sport in Pan Am's 62
recalled. "I was real disappointed. year history.

4 signed to Lady Broncs
Coach Tim Hicks has signed
three junior co lkg.e transfers and
one high school star to national
letters of intent to play for Pan
American's women's basketball
team next season.
Six-foot Rhonda Carrington
and5-10 ShannaFlowlerbecame
the first recruits Hicks signed
since he became head coach

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

September 1.
Later, he inked 6-2 Yotonya
Taylor, a 6-2, 170 pounder from
Connors State Junior College in
Oklahoma, and 5-1 point guard
Missy Munguia out of Laredo
United High School.
Carrington averaged 24 points,
12 rebounds for Coffeyville
Community Colle£e in Kansas.

She went to Dallas Madison High
Schoot. ~,t r )1lm'"' • • "'
Twelve points and seven boards
were Fowler's numbers at
Grayson County College in
Denison, Tx. Fowler went to high
school in Big Spring, Tx.
Munguia averaged 10.3 points
and 5.0 steals per game as a senior.

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

Sunland Health Foods

383-9035

Support

A Health Oriented Health Food Store
(Providing health oriented Services & Foods.)

our

Experience Donna's Stress Away
Therapeutic Massage

advertizers

(Relieves tension, headaches, and increases circulation)

11.227
721 D,scovnl

1

I

' DI lit T•1111 Bui-,s Retlllt

Experience Psychology of Weight Loss
Consultation with Rhobie.

'9899
51JO

-9349

Down Payment TTIL

ToFonanct

PER MONTH
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• 600
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•500
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Down Payment TIil

'6888 To finance

$146

1.6 Liter, 4 Cyl W/Oual Ovtr HHd Cam,
16 Valve, 102 Horse Power Envlne, A/C,
AM/FM, 5 Speed Trans

(Focus: The hidden yeast that doesn't let you lose weight)

6.90/o APR

Experience lridology with P. J. Medley

61
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*59

1989 GEO METRO 2 DR. H/8 COUPE
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t
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Down Payment TT&L
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Manual Transmission
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Tel. 383-0871

'6458
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your eyes could tell all about your health.)

116 N. 12th St.
Edinburg, TX 78539

1005 Nolana • McAllen, TX
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PER MONTH.
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0
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Appliance Repair Service
& Flower Shop

(Not feeling too good lately? Gaze Into the science
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ROY'S & VIVIAN'S
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TESTING CENTER
:
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♦
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FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION
COUNSELING ADOPTION
REFERRALS SERVICE
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:

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355
24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL
1-800-622-7388

:
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Jnaice

Resumes, Research papers, Manuscripts, etc. All
kinds of typing - computerized. Fax & Notary Service
available. Check spelling,
rush jobs accepted.
4102 N. 4th
McAllen, TX 78501
(512) 686-1903

Triple T Restaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homen1ade Pie
Mon. • Sat. 6 am - 2 pm
Breakfast Special $1.99
Daily Lunch Plate w/Oessert .... $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate . . . . . . . . . $4.50
Mexican Plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S3.95
100/o Student discount w/1.0.

381-1788
Orders
To Go

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus
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promote unness:.u·y competition,"
Leach said in regard to funding.
"Purchases of equipment should
be guided by input and approval
of the faculty.
"It is their guidance and ex per. tise that should be taken adv:mtage of by all aspects of the
administration."
. Another high priority for Leach
is the establishment of a larger
journalism department.
"The journalism/media area of
the communication department
has only two tenured faculty
members and is in dire need of
additional equipment," Leach
said. "Support in this area has
been lacking."
Leach, 39, came to Pan Am in
1986 as coordinator of the
Communication Disorders Program and director of graduate
training. He has been involved in
academic, administrative and
supervisory responsibilities.
Development of a program to
comply with the American
Speech and Hearing Association
(ASHA) accreditation standards
is an area in which Leach has
devoted much of his time.

'Regents r -

--r- . . --~I

TR receives excellence award

'Leach r - - - Continued from page 1

Prior to coming to Pan Am,
Leach was director of the Audiology and Speech Pathology
Division at the University of
NebraskaMedicalCenter. Leach
has extensive experience in audiology and speech pathology
since the early 60s.
After receiving his B.A. from
Millikin University in 1956,
Leach obtained his masters from
Southern Illinois University in
1958. He earned a doctorate at
the University of Kansas in 1965.
Active participation in professional organizations and a long
list of published papers have kept
Leach busy.
Dr. and Mrs. Leach live a lifestyle that is different, but not
unique among dual-career
couples of the 80s. Mrs. Leach is
director of the Office of Faculty
Development at the University
of Nebraska at Omaha. Leach
commutes frequently to Omaha
to see his wife and they try to
attend the same professional
meetings if possible, Leach said.
The couple has three children, all
of whom are in college.

f:[ PRTO

. I ---· ..
I

the School of Education; Sylvia
Ybarra, secretary in Nursing
Education; and Juan Mata, account and loans collection supervisor in the Comptrollers Office.
Recommendation of an employee to these or other awards
are made by the supervisor of the
employee to the President Mike
Nevarez by form of memorandum.
According to the Policy and
Procedures Manual, the memo
should be submitted through
administrative channels, "shall
specify the type of award requested, and shall include an
initial draft of the citation which
should accompany the award."
Supervisors are expected to
comment on the merits of each
recommendation for an award.
The staff recognition program
is administered by Esmeralda
Guerra in the Personnel Office.

The operations manager for
Technl>logy Resources, the instructional media/microcomputercenteron campus, received
the President's Excellence Award
,L'i part of the Awards Program
administered by the Personnel
Office.
Ann Harwell is the third person to receive this award. The
first was Steve Copold, supervisor in Technology Resources; the
second was Ann Betts, secretary
in the Upward Bound Program.
"It was a complete surprise to
me," Harwell said.
Harwell said the honor was
"more of an award to the department, but one person had to get
it."
Fourotherstaff members were
honored with Meritorious Service Awards. They are Sandra
Rosales, clerk in Student Affairs;
Maria Oralia Leal, secretary in

... _____.1------r-i
I

"Spectacular, Watson 1 Pinch me so I know
I'm not dreaming! we·ve discovered the
legendary temple of the moor god!"

Mexican Food to Go
Uulleq Wide

GREAT JUNE SpE~iAl

-~_

2 CltickEN & CltEESE
Continued from page 1 - - -

sistant professor in mathematics
and computer science; Scott
Gunn, assistant professor of biology; and Ardath Egle, instructor in biology.
Regents also granted Dr. David
Vassberg, professor of history, a
three-quarter time leave for the
fall semesterto complete his third
book.
In other action:
The board unanimously approved a two-year extension of
the contract of Dr. Homer Pena,
president of PAU-B.
A contract for a new food
company, Southwest Dining
Service, has been approved for
the cafeteria. This is the first
time Southwest has had a contract for a university cafeteria.

~

.

(CoRN OR FlouR PA.,Tos,)
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The regents approved the following budget changes:
•$20,000 for improvements of
bathrooms in dormitories to accommodate needs of handicapped students
•$13 ,000 for postage and printing costs related to the 16 percent
and 12 percent increases in enrollment of the past two semesters
•$5,000 more to clear deficit
and cover travel and operating
costs for regents forremainder of
this year
$2,688 to cover costs for upcoming diagnostic tests for incoming freshmen which are required by the state.
The regents will meet on July
11 at 10 a.m.

INITEflOUI

PATOS
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Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99

RANCltERO BEANS,

& 12 oz. COKE
ONLY $2.79

Fajita Plate . . . . . . . . $3.99
Carne Guisada . . . . . $3. 79
Chicken Fajitas .... $3.99
Asado de Puerco .. $3.79
All Above Served With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

TRY ,EM . . . . . YOU,LL LOVE ,EM

Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

Now opEN ON NoRTk 1OTk foR
FASTER SERViCE

CAll 682-1~76

SPECIALIZINC IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All Food cookEd tRolt
dAily. NoTltiNG FROZEN!
OPEN DAILY
7 4.M. - 8 p.M.
SUNflAY 9 u,. - } p.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE

CALL l8l-072~
IN EDINBURG

!I

.

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
Choice of Potato & Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs, .
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs

*

Breakfast Special Served With 2 Tortillas & Beans

ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE

NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
.Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez

ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINCEN

Visit us at: El Centro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall, McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen
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Bat-mania
takes wing!

'Club X'
TV movie
•
premiers
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Laker dynasty
ends Page5
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Bills for higher education signed
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

As the regular legislative session came to a close, Gov. Bill
Clements signed a total of 33
bills last week. Five bills proposed by the House of Representatives and signed into law by
Clements will directly affect
institutions of higher education.
House Bill (HB) 3 establishes
the Texas college work-study
program and the Texas educational opportunity grant program
under the student financial assistance program.
The college work-study program is to provide eligible, financially needy students with
jobs. The educational opportunity grant program will provide
eligible students with grants of
money to attend institutions of
higher education.
HB 715 creates new _statutory
policies for dealing with defaulted student loans.
The bill authorizes the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Cor-

poration to require schools surpassing a set loan default rate to
set tuition and fees refund policies encouraging loan repayment.
In addition, the corporation
may require lenders exceeding
the loan default rate to disburse
loans in more installments than
required by federal guidelines.
The corporation may also deny
the renewal of professional or
occupational liscenses to persons
defaulting on student loans.
HB 121 authorizes issuance of
vehicle license plates featuring
insignias of Texas' college and
universities. The cost will be
$30 per year in addition to a
motor vehicle registration fee.
Of each fee collected, $25 will
be designated to the credit of the
public senior college or university in the state treasury. The
funds may be used only for scholarships to students who are in
need of financial assistance.
HB 558 makes resident tuition
available to more out-of-state

higher education students.
A student with a scholarship of
at least $200 for the academic
year and who is a non-resident is
entitled to pay the fees required
of Texas residents regardless of
the length of time the student has
resided in Texas.
The bill also has provisions on
tuition payment by installment.
Iffull payment is not made by the
end of the semester enrolled, the
student may be prohibited from
registering for classes during
subsequent semesters.
HB 638 requires that institutions of higher educaton establish a program or short course to
assist certain faculty members to
become proficient in the use of
the English language.
The course is directed for faculty whose primary language is
not English.
Faculty, which includes teaching, research and lab assistants
and lecturers, will have to pay for
the course. The cost will be
deducted from his/her salary.

Pan American University - Edinburg
First Summer Headcount Enrollment
1984-1989

Headcount
1600

"1400

RAZZLE-DAZZLE-Hilarious hijinks ensue as "On the Razzle" opens in the University Theatre tonight at 8
p.m. At left is Patty Davis (Madame Knorr), Mara Lee Rowin (Frau Fisher) and Chris Leka (Zangler).
(Photo by Leticia Cavazos)
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Final enrollment up 16.8%
DAN GARZA
Staff Writer

Final enrollment figures for the
first summer session at Pan
American University show increase at both the Edinburg and
the Brownsville campus.
As of yesterday, the Edinburg
campus enrollment rose 16.8
percent. An increase of almost
1,000 students from last summer's 5,958 to this summer's
6,956.

Enrollment at the Brownsville
campus rose from 927 last year
to 947 this year. An increase of
2.2 percent.
Beginning freshman enrollment rose 159.03 percent from
310 last year to 803. Registrar
David Zuniga attributes the
growth of beginning freshman
enrollment to the passage of the
Texas Academic Skills Test
(TASP), which becomes effective September 1.

Court rules flag-burning constitutional
Bush backs amendment
to prevent desecration
President Bush called for a ing the 1984 RepublicanNational
constitutional amendment dur- Convention, had been sentenced
ing a news conference Tuesday to a year in jail and fined $2000
that would prohibit the burning for the incident.
or desecration of the American
Bush said the protection of the
flag
Bush made the call in reaction flag would not limit constitutional
to the U.S. Supreme Court ruling rights in any way.
For a constitutional amendment
last week that the burning of the
American flag is protected as a to take place, the amendment
form of free speech by the First must be approved by a two-thirds
vote of the House and RepresenAmendment.
The court threw out the con- tatives and the Senate, then rativiction of Gregory Lee Johnson fied by 38 ofthe 50 states. constiofHouston in aS-4 vote. Johnson, tutional Amendments have been
who burned a flag in Dallas dur- proposed in both houses.

Reactions to court ruling mixed
DAN GARZA
Staff Writer

The issue of one having the
constitutional right to bum or
desecrate the American flag has
aroused controversy nationwide,
including the PAU campus.
Political science Professor
Samuel Freeman said he was
pleasantly surprised by the
court's ruling, but he expected a
different decision.
"It's(theSupremeCourt) a very
conservative court and I figured
they would have voted unanimously in favor of the burning,"
he said.
Freeman added that it is "acts
like this that keep barriers against
oppression up."

Dr. Jerry Polinard, political
science professor, agreed with
Freeman but was somewhat
disturbed at the closeness of the
ruling. Polinard said it was a
clear-cutcaseoftheFirstAmendment protecting non-violent
expression.
"How well you protect those
you disagree with is an indica-

tion of how strongly you are
willing to protect your beliefs,"
Polinard said. "It is easy to go
along with others when you agree
with them, but the key is especially to back those you don't
agree with."
Bill Owen, dean of the Reynaldo G. Garza School Of Law,
disagreed with the ruling.

See 'Flag' p. 6

Enrollment at the Brownsville
campus had decreased from last
year. After late registration,
though, enrollment increased in
Brownsville as well as the Edinburg campus.

PAU-B provision
threatens UT-Dallas
The bill that would make University of Texas at Dallas into a
four-year college is threatened
by the provision of PAUBrownsville.
The bill requires the Higher
Education Coordinating Board
to work toward giving PAU-B
degree granting status by 1996.
Clements vetoed the original
bill during regular session because it upgraded PAU-B and
UT-Permian Basin.
Clements in the official call
limited the topic to "legislation
providing for enrollment offreshmen and sophomore students at
the University of Texas at Dal-

las."
"It's pretty restrictive," said

See 'Bill' p. 6

Committee applications available
Applications for positions on
student-appointed committees
are available from the Student
Government Association (SGA)
in UC 205.
All applications must be turned
in bySept.10. For more information, call 381-2517.
Three positions are available
on the Student Affairs Advisory
Committee (SAAC), which advises the dean of students on
matters regarding student life
and makes recommendations on
the allocation of student service
fees.

Three positions are open on ~e
Two positions are available on
Student
Financial Aid Committhe Student Publications Comtee,
which
reviews existing fimittee, which reviews the polinancial
aid
policies and estabcies contained in the Student
Publications Handbook and lishes criteria for dispensing
appoints the editors of "The Pan scholarship funds which have not
American" newspaper and "Rio" yet established criteria.
The Food Committee, which is
magazine.
The Committee of Student composed of two commuting
Organizations has five positions students, helps plan special funcopen. This committee reviews tions for students who eat in the
policies for the approval and cafeteria and assist the service
supervision of student organiza- manager in bettering the food
tions and reviews requests by service.
organizations for official recogSee 'SGA' p. 3
nition.

TO SAVE A LIFE-McAllen lifeguard Nichole Eliason looks, listens and feels for breathing from a training
mannequin during a South Texas lifeguard contest held Saturday at the South Park Pool in Edinburg.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)

Flag-burning ruling
affirmation of freedom

I

n a 5-4 vote the Supreme Court ruled last week that burning
the American flag is protected by the first amendment of the
Constitution as a form of free speech.
As a newspaper also protected by that amendment, "The
Pan American" applauds the court's decision.
The decision proves the court was able to see beyond any patriotic prejudice to get at the real issue, that to allow states to limit or
outlaw flag-burning would in effect be denying the same liberties
the American flag is supposed to represent.
The decision comes as the result of a flag-burning in a Dallas
City Hall by Gregory "Joey" Johnson, a member of the Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade, protesting "the flag and system
of imperialism it represents."
Johnson was convicted of flag burning during a 1984 rally at the
Republican National Convention in Dallas in which protesters
chanted, "America, the red, the white and blue ... we spit on you."
If the court had not overturned the decision, Johnson would have
faced imprisonment for one year and a $2,000 fine.
Although many may disagree with the court's decision, it should
remembered that its decisions are not always based on the views of
the majority.
In 1965 in €ox vs. Louisiana, for example, the court ruled that
"the American system of government must not allow suppression
or censorship of expression, even though it is hateful or offensive
to those in power or strongly opposed by the public."
This reassuring statement also brings with it a note of irony, that
the rights of those who choose to show their disdain for the country
are nevertheless guaranteed the freedom to do so under its laws.

T

he following are opinions expressed by staff members
of "The Pan American" on the Supreme Court decision last week supporting the rights of citizens to burn
the American.flag as a form offree expression.

"I was surprised, to put it mildly,by the close decision of the
justices who voted 5-4 in favor of protecting an individual's right
to burn the American flag.
"Freedom of expression is clearly protected by our
Constitution. The four judges who ruled against flag burnings
were obviously swayed by personal sentiments .
"I don't promote or condone flagrant displays of unpatriotic
activities. However, if we don't protect the rights of our citizens
as granted by our Constitution, regardless of our personal predilections, then we have lost the basis of our democracy."

...

Class-drop policy can be unfair

s

tudents at Pan American can be divided into three different categories: those who attend school only, those who
attend school and hold a job. and those who attend school,
hold a job, and raise a family.
It is admirable these students have the desire and find the time to
attend school with so many responsibilities vying for individual
attention.

, Meat -N- Potatoes

-Beatriz Moya, managing editor
r

I

'

"I'm glad the court ruled to protect the burning of the flag. I
would hate to live in a country where you weren't allowed to
express yourself just because some may find it offensive.
"Burning the American flag is an act most of us find offensive,
and that is the reason why it is done: to show, in a symbolic way,
one's outrage toward acts and policies that need to be changed or
rethought.
"During the Vietnam era, for example, the burning of draft
cards and flags by the disenfranchised young people was the only
kind of statement that could get through to our leaders that we
were unwilling to fight an immoral and illegal war.
"Many people then were outraged by the symbolic gesture of
draft-card and flag-burnings, but few failed to understand the
reasoning behind it. Torching a few scraps of paper or some
gaudy old rag were mild acts compared to the napalming of
innocent people in Southeast Asia."

"'-'

Bv BEATRIZ MOYA
Managing Editor

nights studying for major and fi,pal exams. When the semester was
over and his grades came in, he discovered he had been dropped (DP)
by the professor after the fourtlP~eek of class. Is this fair?
The general consensus on this issue centers around the professor's
prerogative and its inclusion in the class syllabus.
University policy regarding professors dropping students for excessive absences states that if "in the judgment of the instructor the
student has missed more work than can be made up successfully, the
student may be dropped from the course."
However, some professors threaten,to drop students from class after
a few absences even if the students have maintained good academic
standing in the class.

It is understandable that professors may demand regular attendance
There is one problem, however, that students struggling to earn a
from
their students. By the same token, they need to understand the
degree and to juggle the twin responsibilities of a family and a job face
sacrifices many students make to attend school at all. This situation is
semester in and semester out: professors dropping them from class,
not made any easier by professors who insist upon counting students
without notice, for excessive absences.
absent if they show up after attendance has been called.
Last semester, while attending class the first day of school, a
Students should be graded according to their classwork performprofessor informed us that the previous semester he had dropped a
ance.
If a percentage of the final grade includes class discussion and
s;tudent from the class after only four absences.
participation,
and these students are absent, then they have earned a
The student wasn't informed by the professor of being dropped,
zero for the day.
although the Office of Admissions and Records is responsible for
doing so. However, the student continued to attend class for the
If this policy is adopted, dropping students for excessive absences
remainder of the semester.
only if they are in danger of failing the class may prove less drastic and
He worked diligently trying to earn a decent grade, staying awake equally fair to both professors and students.

-Randy Klutts, copy editor
"Personally I disagree with the burning of the American sym•
bol of freedom and independence. However, I understand that the
flag is just that-a symbol. In addition, I hold the right of free
speech even higher than the integrity of any symbol. Therefore,
while I don't really like to see "Old Glory" desecrated in such a
radical manner, I accept that sort of protest because the right of
freedom of speech is a far more valuable possession to hold onto.
"Conservatives speak of how the American Revolutionaries
gave their lives for the flag of hov: the flag symbolized their bid
for independence, but what they were really fighting and dying
for was the right to establish their own inalienable rights. They
wanted to set up a system so the injustices of harsh British
(in)justice could not occur again. Among others, the list of
amendments passed (for better or for worse) was the right of free
speech.
"With the Supreme Court ruling, the foundation laid by our
forefathers has not been tom down but reinforced. No one shall
tamper with one's right of free speech."

Environmentalism begins at home

T

he Exxon Oil Corporation used to have an ad slogan that
urged motorists to put a ti ger in their tank.
Now, after the Valdez oil spill, which soiled some
700 miles of Alaskan coastline, it appears the tiger has
escaped and is mauling Exxon's public image with a vengeance.
It is difficult to imagine the extent of the damage caused by the spill.
The effect on the economy can be calculated easily enough, but the
long-tem1 environmental impact is difficult to gauge.
Exxon's too-little-too-late attitude has evoked the wrath of stockholders , thr public-at-large and environmentalists. They are expressing their outrage through boycotts, demonstrations and stockholder
demands for the resignations of top management personnel.

-Mark May, sports editor
It is appalling Exxon did not take more precautions to prevent such
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an accident from occurring. Failing at that, they should have had an
adequate emergency program ready for implementation.
From the Valdez incident, it is easy to get the idea that our business
and government leaders are not overmuch concerned with protecting
our fragile environment.
I hope before most of us graduate and begin to move upward in the
business and political arenas that we will begin to make our concern
for our environment felt.

Candid Shots
By JOSEPH KERTESZ
Reporter

In a re_c~nt Edinburg s~hool bond referendum, only two percent of
those eh~p?le took the time ~o vote. In a referendum pertaining to a
$17.5 m1lhon school bond 1ssu~, 98 _percent of the eligible voters
allowed two percent to determine vital financial and educational
issues. The voters of Edinburg have not provided an example we
should emulate.

We must take an active role in community affairs and set positive
Theref?re, it is up to_us to assu:11e leadership and set good ex.i mples
examples for our peers and the community-at-large. By doing so, we
will be making a statement that we will not tolerate the abuse of our so ~rnr children can enJoy a quality environment and a truly representative government.
natural and man-made resource,;.
Before we let loose tigers of our own, we should make sure we . It should b~ remembere~ that the habits and ideals we acquire now
p.actice what we preach. We can start doing some environmental m college will probably stick with us the rest of our lives.

L E T TE RS P O L I C Y:
"The Pan American" welcomes mput from all readers. Letters
to the editor should be 3(XJ words or less. They may be edited
for libe lous statements, correct spelling and grammatical
e rrors Letters w ith the use of vulgar expressions will not run.

'-------------------- -·--

sprucing up right here and now. Our PAU parking lots are covered
with broke~ gl_ass. Custodians are busy picking up pop cans and trash
from the bmldmgs and grounds. Some of the restrooms look like war
zones.
Compared to other campuses, Pan Am is not all that bad. The bt1 1~
of our_ litter is likely caused b~ a small segment of the student body
suffering from Student Lacking Oxygenated Brain Syndrome, or
S.L.O.B .S., for short.
Complacency is our biggest problem. For example in a recent
student election, only two percent of the student body ;oted.

'\l I lette r" must be signed and include the writer's telephone

number, and where applicable, major and classification or job
title. Letters must be legible. Names may be withheld upon
request. Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications
Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to
publication. The editors reserve the right to not print any
letter. If interested in writing a guest column, contact the
editor.
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READER'S V O I C E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - those who pay the same
To tire our patience than
amount of fees during the Fall
Campus faces
mislead our sense.
and Spring semesters. Why
Comments
James C. Maloney
then is this paid privilege to use A C
Associate Professor
our library limited to only six
•
• nightmare
called 'diatribe'
days of the week? Our fees
have been submitted, and
Longer
LRC
enrollment
for freshmen alone
To the editor:
up
150
percent
from previous To the editor:
is
In the final number of "The
Heat! The unbearable heat in
Summer sessions!
Pan American" for academic
hours
needed
the
Valley. Here at Pan AmeriThe current operation sched1988-89, student Bill Carter
takes issue with several aspects
of the recent Carlos Fuentes
venture. The accuracy of part
of his commentary is dulled by
excesses which can best be
described as diatribe. I propose
to dispose of same with some
"dope" from Alexander Pope,
the English writer, who in
similar circumstances, once
wrote (answered):
Tis hard to say if greater want
of skill,
Appear in writing or in
judging ill,
But of the two less dangerous
is the offense,

To the editor:
This letter is a request for Pan
American University to open
our library during the first
Summer session of 1989.
It is unfortunate to close the
most useful facility on campus
during Saturdays because the
quality of work that students
yield declines without access to
the library; therefore, the
"higher standards" PAU is
expected to achieve as the
University of Texas-Pan
American will become a
mockery.
Summer students are required
to pay building use fees just as

Corrections
In the June 8 issue, the article "PAU, UT to offer M.A. in social
work" states that the Texas Department of Health Services was
involved in the program. This is actually the Texas Department of
Human Services. Furthermore, the headline should read "PAU, UTArlington to offer M.S. in social work."
In that same issue, the column by Managing Editor Beatriz Moya
names Bill Morris as the Vice-president of Business Affairs. Morris
is actually the assistant to James Langabeer, vice-president of business affairs.
"The Pan American" regrets any problems or inconveniences these
errors may have caused.

ule may be adequate for some,
but what about the majority
who work after school and
allocate their time for research
and other work for the weekend? With our library closed
on Saturdays, for what may be
only a few dollars saved to
budget makers, can mean as
much as four days to students,
like myself, who reserve
Saturdays as a primary day to
devote quality time to accomplish university level work.
Why must we go without the
use of our library on Saturdays
now? I pray you will reconsider this issue and give all
students of this fine university
an equal opportunity to use our
library on Saturdays.
John J. Willars
Communications

Editor's note: The previous
letter was originally submitted
to Dr. Ronald Applbaum, vice
president of academic affairs.

can University, the physical
plant isn't doing anything to
help out with the night. In the
men's dorm, there are rooms
that are so hot that even the fire
alarms go off. In fact, there are
rooms that don't go below 75
degrees during the day. It is
definitely uncomfortable to
sleep and/or study in the
rooms. The dorms are not the
only buildings that have had
their air conditioning cut back.
Probably the only building
that hasn't felt the "cutback"
effect is the Administration
Building. Walking into this
building is like going from an
oven to a freezer. Maybe we
all should move into the Administration Building for a
little comfort.
Hopefully, if enough students
complain, the classrooms will
be back to normal for lectures
and exams.

Name withheld by request
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Change in Social Work Class
4324.01

Community Mental Health

SMALL APARTMENT.
Near PAU.
Call 383-3425,
Carmen Gomez. Females only.

TYPING SERVICE:

This course replaces 4323.01 Research for Social Service.
Time, instructor and classroom remain the same.

Recreation Hours
1rt

U

Swimming Pool

M-Th
Sat. and Sun.

4 to 8 p.m.
l to 5 p.m.

Racquetball courts and weight room
5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
12:30 to 4 p.m.
8 a.m. to noon

M-Th
Fn.·

Research papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & editing. English/Spanish. Call 585-2838.

NEED PART TIME INCOME? Remarkable compensation & residual income opportunity! Become an INDEPENDENT MARKETING REP for
NETWORK 2000 the only network Marketing company authorized to market the services of
U.S.SPRINT. Wewilltrainyou.
I'll show you how! Call Dwight
Robertson in McAllen at (512)
682-2215
or 1(800) 777-0838 ext.
,.,

l----

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT.
A4490.

ATTENTION:
EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000 /yea r income potential.
Details. -!-602-838-8885 EXT.
B4490.

LOOK MA, NO HANDS-Susan Thomas, a graduate stuaent ooes
here balancing act on the beam in gymnastics.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)

SGA--The Student Rights Committee consists of three students, one
of whom is an alternate, and three
student court recommendations.

The purpose of this committee is
to hear student grievances concerning alleged discrimination
charges and to report its findings
to all parties involved.

Sat.
1-----------------------..70.
~

ATIO HOMES IN EDINB-~RG

Perfect for Young Professionals;
Small Family; & Empty Nesters.
Quality homes designed and built
with Your lifestyle in mind.
- Starting at $69,000 •
3 bedroom with study or
loft. --Customized plans available!
Contact Mike with
Gaston Properties
381-0941

'RJ',prodUctive
Services

••••••••••••••••••
•
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:11 you're going to UT-Austin this

•tall, save thousands on rent with
:vourown mobile home! 1969home
•for sale. 12' x 60', 2/1, air central
•• heat, range, refrigerator, $3,850
•(negotiable). Already set up in UT
:Park. Low lot rent (only $70/mo.)
•Call (512) 480-9703.

•••••••••••••••••
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Treasure HIils

Suite #35
2220 Haine Drl\le
Harlin.gen, Tx. 78550

... In Ass?ciation with Adoption Affiliates
... providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing
11111111 Problem Pregnancy Counseling
11111111 Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
~)'v1ornihg After Treatment
:.:.: · Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
. . Speakers For Educational Programs
lilll Adoption Services

··

For Information CALL:
428-6242 - 428-6243

· GREAT STAFFI
GREAT LOCATION!

GREAT PRICES!
• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms

• 2 Swimming Pools
N

• Tennis Courts
• Cabana With Bar-be-que

• On Site Management
0

ia::

Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health

• Courtesy Security

a::
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EL BOSQUE APTS.

w

Buy Your College Textbooks

from
South Texas Book & Supply
We're well stocked with College textbooks
for all your 2nd Summer Session Classes!
AND

We're still paying you top prices for your used textbooks
and will be doing so all year long. We'll be open all
summer from 7:30-5:30 Monday through Thursday
and from 7:30-1:00 pm on Friday

IJ)

0
E
WEST SCHUNIOR

L.A. PARKING LOT

S

P.A.U.

EL BOSQUE APARTMENTS
1609 W. SCHUNIOR
(1 block Northwest of Pan Am Campus)

Across from campus behind
Pizza Hut at

1516 W. University
380-0345

ASK ABOUT OUR SUMMER SPECIALI
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Man exposes self
to 11-year-old girl

Arrick runs "The Acting Studio" in New York, one of the most
On June 22, around 7 :59 p.m., a male subject pulled his shorts
highly acclaimed studios in the country.
The Pan Am Alumni Association will hold a chicken barbecue and
down
and exposed himself to an eleven year old girl in the AdminiAmong the films Arrick has appeared in are "Ishtar," "Mikey and
hoedown Saturday, July 1, to celebrate the creation of the new Nickey" and "Rent Control."
stration Building. Campus security is still looking for this individUniversity of Texas-Pan American.
ual who was reportedly wearing a white T-shirt and white shorts
In addition, she has appeared on television in "Alice," "Kate and with a "California Raisins" label pasted on; he's Hispanic, in his
All Texas Exes and Pan American alumni are invited. Plates cost
$3.50 between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. July 1 at Palmer Pavilion, McAllen. Allie," and "Ryan's Hope." She has worked on- and off-Broadway, 30's, approximately 5'5", 140 lbs. and has short, black hair.
Between 7 and 11 p.m. there will be a hoedown with a western including such productions as "Bad Habits" and "All my Sons."
June 6, a blue 1967 VW was burglarized between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
band, "The After Hours Band" from Edinburg. Tickets that evening
Those interested should call Linda Donahue at 381-3581. The fee in Lot D. The thief removed a class B (reserved) parking permit.
cost $5 which includes a barbecue plate.
is $40 per person. Those interested should bring prepared material,
June 7, a data processing text book valued at $45.74 was reported
Tickets are on sale at A&L Athletic Shirts and Prints, Kalifa's either a monologue or a duet.
stolen around 9 a.m.
Western Wear and Ken's Shop, all on Nonh 10th Street, McAllen.
June 13, an orange 1982 Datsun was burglarized between 7:45
They may also be purchased at the Pan American Alumni Office in
a.m. and 9 p.m. in Lot K. A parking permit was removed from the
UC 111 or call 381-2500.
vehicle.
June 13, a theft was reported at the Fine Arts Auditorium between
Freshmen and sophomores interested in engineering may be eli11 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. During a class session the lights were turned
gible for a $4,000 scholarship for the upcoming school year.
Thirty-five scholarships, renewable for up to two years, are avail- off in order to view a film; when the lights were turned on a purse,
The English Language Institute will offer anew intensive course in
containing $14, one ring valued at $50 and two check books, had
able.
English for non-native speakers beginning July 10.
disappeared from the victim's desk. Total loss is set at $70.
Classes will emphasize reading and writing, speaking and listening
Dr. Ed LeMaster, professor in the department of physics and
June 15, an individual was arrested and charged with using vulgar
geology, said students may major in pre-engineering at PAU, then and obscene language toward another person. He was issued a $200
comprehension, and American culture.
.
The course geared to help students prepare for work or education in transfer to an engineering school to complete the program.
fine.
an English-speaking environment. Persons aged 14 or older may take
Scholarship applicants must be full-time students enrolled in at least
June 16, a purple literature book valued at $30 was reported stolen
the summer course.
15 semester credit hours in the pre-engineering program for the from the Business Administration building restroom around 10:40
Applicants may register Monday forough Thursday from 8 a.m. 5: semester in which the scholarships are awarded.
a.m.
30 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m.-noon in the LA 359. For more information
Students eligible for the scholarships must be in the upper 25
June 19, a license plate was removed from a blue 1982 Buick in
call 381-2133.
percent of their graduating class and have completed four years of Lot K between 7:30 and 7:45 a.m.
mathematics courses and at least three years of science courses in high
June 19, a blue 1977 LTD station wagon was burglarized between
school.
7 :50 a.m. and 1:55 p.m. in Lot C. An individual attempted to remove
Applicants must furnish good references from math and science the car radio.
Professional acting coach Rose Arrick will be on campus July 3, 5June 26, a case of criminal mischief occurred in Lot C between
teachers
and maintain a minimum 3.0 GPA, with substantial progress
7 in CAS 107 to coach those interested in improving their acting skills.
7 :30 a.m. and 12:35 p.m. A student reported the radio antenna from
in
the
pre-engineering
program
for
continuation
on
the
scholarship.
Two periods have been set aside for the coaching sessions, 10 a.m.
Contact LeMaster at 381-3522 for applications or further informa- his brown, four-door Grand Marquis was pulled out and destroyed.
to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Loss is valued at $50.
tion.

35 engineering scholarships available

English Institute has summer course

New York coach teaches theatrics

Made-for-TV movie 'Club X'
•quality production
DAN GARZA
Staff Writer

"I WANT MORE EMOTION!"-"Club X" director Manual Botello gives
is scheduled today at
instructions to Chris Leka. A free showing of "Club
3 p.m. in the LAC Media Theatre.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)

x·

Et PRTO

Mexican Food to Go
Uelle~ Wide

JULY SPECIAL
1 Chalupa
1 Beef Pato
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 oz. Coke
For Only $2.79

The second time around seems
to be a charm for the Pan American Summer Television (PAST)
workshop production of "Club
X."
"Club X," the second madefor-television movie by PAST,
brings together a student cast and
crew, controversial subject matter, a limited budget, obsolete
equipment, and much hard work
to make an interesting and enjoyable movie.
Shot last summer, "Club X"

FASTER SER\liCE

SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food cookid fRuli
d11ily. NoTltiNG fRou111!
OPEN DAILY

1 "·"'· - 8 P·"'·
SUNOAY 9 " ·"'· - J P·"'·

1

I
I
(Providing health oriented Services & Foods.)
I
I
Experience Donna's Stress Away
I
Therapeutic Massage
I
(Relieves tension, headaches, and increases circulation)
I
I
The only one in the valley with the latest body I
I
suggort systems or massage comfort
I
I
I
Experience Psychology of Weight Loss
I
Consultation with Rhobie.
I
(Focus: The hidden yeast that doesn't let you lose weight)
I
Experience Reflexology & lridology with P. J. Medley I
I
Reflexology - Stress Release Therapy Feet, Hands, Ears.
lridology - Iris Analysis & Photos Provided
I
I
I
I
Sunland Health Foods
A Health Oriented Store

MITSUBISHI
RiOGRANDEVA~LEY

Eclipse
$9,990.00

Suddenly the
Obvious Choice

Available
first - time buyer's
program
Contact Jim Strom
383-4915

969-2828

1005 Nolana McAllen, TX
:
687-1512
L__________________
JI

423-7328

FOR FASTER SERVICE

CALL }8}-072~
IN EDINBURG
ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P---------•

ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, 6
HARLINGEN

sourn

TUESDAYS

11

"!£~~.!!p!.~!

.

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
Choice of Potato & Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs,
~:::=.:.===::=.J
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs

Fajita Plate .... .... $3.99
Carne Guisada ..... $3.79
Chicken Fajitas .... $3.99
Asado de Puerco ... $3.79
All Above Served With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

--

* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome...
_,.,,,,- On Tuesdays Only!
\

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
FTER 10:00 p.m. S1 .50 BAR DRINKS
TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE ..

• Breakfast Special Served With 2 Tortillas & Beans
500 EAST HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS

NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez
Visit us at: El Centro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall, McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen

682-4133

Ii/re these

s~
T.ARS .

~r~-:,-,
:\
.,,
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Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99

are women in positions of authority. The plot twist comes
when Reynolds discovers his
roommate is member of Club X.
Reynolds also learns his girlfriend is on their hit list.
Throughout. Leka's performance is believa.ole, and his sexist
See 'Club X' p. 6

r------------------,
Su~land Health Foods •.

10Tlt foR

CAll 682-1~76

!I

have been a good decision."
The story of "Club X" concerns a college newspaper reporter, Daven Reynolds, played
adequately by Chris Leka, who
unwittingly stumbles into a covert campus organization, Club
X.
Targeted for rape by the club

PAYNE

TRY 'EM . . . . . YOU'LL LOVE 'EM
Now opEN ON NoRTlt

was written, produced, and directed by Pan Am students and
was aired Sunday on Channel 5.
Originally "Club X" was
planned to be faculty-directed,
like its predecessor, "The Discouraging Word," which was
written and directed by Dr. Jack
R. Stanley, associate professor
of communications.
"'Club X' was going to be
another faculty-directed production when we decided to make it
a complete student production,"
Stanley said. "From the way it
turned out, that has proven to

".
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Decade marks end
of Laker dynasty

I

t 's the end of the decade and the end of what will be remembered as one of the great dynasties in professional spons-the
National Basketball Association's Los Angeles Lakers.
The Detroit Pistons four-game sweep of the Lakers in the
NBA finals marked the end of "Showtime." Kareem-Abdul Jabbar
did not go out with a title as fans and teammates had hoped, but don't
feel sorry for the gentle giant. Jabbar played on six championship
teams. He also played in the finals 10 different times. That's more
years than most guys have in their entire careers.
Don't get me wrong. The Lakers will still be a force to reckon with
in the coming years, but I'm afraid their days of sheer dominance are
over.
Let's look back at some of the memories Laker basketball blessed
us with in the 1980s.
Remember Game 6 of the 1980 final? Jab bar was injured and had
to sit out the game. It looked like the Philadelphia 76'ers would square
the series and send it back to L.A. Coach Paul Westhead moved rookie
Magic Johnson to center. The "magic man" responded with 42 points,
beating the Sixers in their own building and winning the first title for
the Lakers in eight years.

The Extra Point
By MARK MAY, SPORTS EDITOR

TAKING AIM-Nancy Cavasos of Edinburg High School is on of many
students participating in archery, aerobics, swimming and other activities in

the YOU (Youth Opportunities Unlimited) program at PAU this summer.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)

Merger: won't affect athletics
I

athletic department because "we
are funded by non-state money"
public information director Bruce
The much-heralded merger of Erickson explained to the "EdPan American into the Univer- inburg Review."
sity of Texas system will not
"We get most of our spons
directly affect the athletic profunds, which is a $1.2 million
gram but Ito d hft.J .aome budget fol 14 sports programs,
causal affects.
The merger won't affect the from student service fees. This is

MARK MAY
Sports Editor

the way all state schools do it,"
Erickson continued.
The official colors, so far as
athletics is concerned, will remain green and white. The official colors of the UT-system,
however, are burnt orange.
Wheh" uf.:i:1 Paso and UTArlington were adopted by the
UT system they too kept their
original colors and mascot.
"It (the merger) will help us as

•••

**

far as recruiting goes," Athletic
Director Sam Odstrcil informed
the "Review."
"The UT-PA program will also
offer recruits more professional
degrees which will better our
chances of picking up prospects,"
~o(tsttcil sard. ,(4 • -- 1
Eventually , the variety of ne~
degree programs will increase
enrollment and give athletics
greater financial support Odstrci1
added.

......

BODY IMAGE FITNESS CENTER

*****

(512) 380-3262

•••

**************

...............

••

gr2/I you'C. lr2xl6ook~ fuck
p cc.~, l"fJ pdc~~ c. I
University Bookstore
Main Store Only
University Drive & 4th Street

381-2251

B O D Y

•••

Broncs sign New Yorker

I M 1' G E

*** ....

•••

***

• ••

•••

The Lakers always seemed to come up with gutsy "role" players to
fulfill their needs. In 1982 it was Bob McAdoo whose uncanny
baseline jumpers (I swear, he couldn't miss) sank the Sixers a second
time.
In J 985, redemption was the theme as the Lakers finally discovered
the secret to beating the Celtics. Jabbar, the happiest of the bunch,
won Most Valuable Player honors 14 years after he won the same
award with the 1971 Milwaukee Bucks.
Nineteen eighty-seven was the year Coach Pat Riley labeled
"Showtime" in his book on this season. He was alluding to the Lakers'
vaunted fast break. The Lakers' high-octane break never ran so
smoothly as Johnson, James Wonhy, and Byron Scott slithered past
and sliced opponents apart with brutal efficiency. They whipped the
Celtics again in the final.
A place in history was Riley's self-proclaimed goal for 1988. He
guaranteed the Lakers would repeat, something no NBA team had
done since the Bill Russell led Celtics of '68 and '69. They did it in
dramatic fashion, squeezing past the Utah Jazz, Dallas Mavericks and
the Pistons. All three series stretched to the seven-game limit.
Dynasties used to be quite common. The Boston Celtics won eight
straight and 11 titles in 13 years back in the '50s and '60s. The
National Football League's Green Bay Packers snared five championships in the '60s and major league baseball's-New York Yankees
once won the American League pennant 14 times in 16 years from
1949-1964.
Today a dynasty is more difficult to manufacture. All the major
leagues have expanded, thus creating more competition. The NBA,
for example, has 25 teams today. There were only eight when the
Celtics copped their first title in 1957.
Other things, like a college draft and equal shares of television
revenue, have placed each team on a more even keel.
This is what makes the Lakers accomplishment all the more remarkable. Their five titles and eight trips to the finals in this decade will
leave an inde lible mark not only on the history of basketball, but on
:he history of sports itse If.

AT BLOOM CENTER • 3½ Ml.
W. OF EDBG. ON HWY. 107
(BETWEEN 10TH AND 23RD)

Kevin Wall needed a passer
and a shooter for next season's
mens' basketball team so he got
someone who could do both.
Brian Walker,a6-2, 170pound
guard, signed a national letter of
intent to play for Pan Am next
year.
He agreed to become a Bronc
on the last day of the signing
period, May 14.
Walker scored a school-record

OFFERS A 3mo. (90- day } SUMMER SPEC IAL OF 575_00
FOR PAU STUDENTS AN D FACULTY WITH I. D. CARD!!!!
t h i s
i n c lud es . . . .
-Aerobic Classes on a 2, 500 sq .ft. Aerobi c f l oor .
-2 Seperat e &complete wet ar eas for men and
women with steam, sauna, whir l poo l s & shower s.
-2 , 500 sq:ft. w~ight are a with ALL new equi pment.
-Comput eriz ed bikes, Recumbent bi kes and Sta ir
cli mber s whi ~h work all the maj or m~scl e groups
from your wai s t down &al so provi de a fa st way
for cardi ovas cular fitne ss.

1,565 points in three seasons at
Jamaica Hillcrest High School in
Queens, New York City where
he averaged 26 points and eight
assists last year.
The Bronc coaching staff will
try him at both point guard and
shooting guard.
Local newspapers picked him
to the All-Queens first team and
the All-New York City second
team.
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Support
our
Advertisers!

Resumes, Research papers, Manuscripts,
etc. All kinds of typing - computerized.
Fax & Notary Service available.
Check spelling, rush jobs accepted.
4102 N. 4TH

The Music Merchants

32 0 S. 10th
M cAlle n , TX 78 501

Since 1973

McAllen, TX 78501

(512) 686-1903

ROY'S & VIVIAN'S
Appliance Repair Service
& Flower Shop

RX-5100

116 N. 12th St.
Edinburg, TX 78539

IrJpJ~kIF£!~&~!~~rd~pet
Mon. -Fri. 6 am - 2pm
Breakfast Special $1.59

Daily Lunch Plate w/Dessert ...$4.25

21 Piece Shrimp Plate ....... . $4.50
Mexican Plate ......... . .. . . . $3.95
10% Student discount w/1.D.

381-1788
Or1ers

To Go

5?4 W IJ01,ers,ty

Two Blocks Fast Of Caw,,s

Cassette Receiver
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra Fidelity Quartz PLL -S ynt hesizer Tuner
An ti- theft chassis with safery-lock mechanism
28 watts per channel/56 total warts
18 station presets I 12FM, 6 A M I
Aura Reverse rape /ransporl
Tape noise reduction
Presel Scan and Aura Scan

• Bring this Ad for a 25 % discount on all
San1-ui Car Stereos and Speakers
• Other models available at Special Discounts
• Expert Installation
1 Y ear Warranty Including Labor
Layaway Pla ns Available at Sale Prices

512/682-1221

All Credit Cards
Accepted

1-800-541-6063

C<.'llular Phones!Aulo SecuriJy!Custo111 lns1al/atio11/Service

!Toll Frl'c l
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BAT-MANIA

Freshman Rolando
Martinez, Pharr-"It seems
like it's been revived with this
movie ... .I'm going to go see
'Batman,' but I'm not taking
my kids."

Senior Victoria Munoz,
Edinburg-"! think basically
every movie has to have alot
of publicity to do well.
Remember 'Ghostbusters'?"

Freshman Daniel Hallock,
San Juan-"The (real) batman
doesn't kill."

Caped Crusader's return
meets with mixed reviews
Imagine a humongous crowd
of teens, adults and kids pushing,
shoving and shouting at the tcp
of their lungs trying to get to the
front of the line to get a ticket.
This was the chaotic scene last
Friday at Cinemark Theaters
around the Valley on the opening day of the movie "Batman."
"We really expected a large
crowd on the opening day of
'Batman' because there was so
much publicity," said Pat Brady,
the regional manager of CinemM!c Theaters. "The bright spot
of the day was that people really
liked the movie. It is very hard to
meet the expectations of the
pubiic when there is so much
publicity."

Brady estimates that 10,000
people Valleywide saw "Batman" on opening day.
"There were four Cinemark
Theaters that showed five shows
a day and every one of them was
sold out," added Brady.
The $35 million film epic has
started a wave of Bat-mania
throughout the country on the
comic book character's 50th
anniversary. Everywhere you
lcok people are wearing Batman
t-shirts, buttons, hats, shoes and
hair styles.
An mfc'll1al survey by "The
Pan American" showed that the
great expectations of moviegoers were met.

0

"I love the special effe.::ts and
the characters, especi:illy Jack
Nicholson," said Carlos Guzman,
Edinburg freshman. ·"[ also like
the new Batman image porrra yed
in the movie because it is different rro'.'11 the ~ld comic 'Batman'
and the serie~ ·Batman."'
Steve Lucio, from Sharyl,!nd,
said he thought the "The movie
was kid:-."
A!th\)ugh the film satisfied
most D:1t-1~)aniacs, one student
was di.;1llu<oned.
'·I c!~11 't fr1:nk there w::'.: a~ lint
toth~ :riov:,:, said Veroniu1 S:1 1:is,
Mission liprnird B,;unrl -tnc: ~nt.
"It was not a zr-::.:r movie like
every~u! expected.,.

Jumps

the attempt is stopped it rather college-aged students dressed in
than allowing it continue.
contemporary clothes played
' almost every role. This was was
Graduate student Manuel
.
artt b dgetlimitaBotello did a great job editing due m 1arge P O u
"Club X ." Despite a couple of tions.
continuity errors (an apartment
Stanley described his budget
door turning from black to white as "the same as we had for the
and a deadbolt lock in plain sight last movie-none!"
whensupposedlythereisn'tone),
All things considered, PAST
the story ran smoothly. Some did an admirable job and should
problems with background noises be commended for their work on
changing from edit to edit, though "Club X." I would rate the movie
noticeable, are not bothersome. a six-and-a-half on a freestandThese flaws are no doubt due ing basis.
tothequalityofequipmentavailThis rating is taking into conable to PAST. Botello obviously sideration budget constraints. It
spent countless hours in the edit- is hoped PAST will improve as
ing booth getting "Club X" in the much the next time as it did from
can.
"The Discouraging Word" to
The script, written by junior "Club X."
Sylvia Saenz, had the potential
PAST's next movie, "The Virto develop the issue of male gin Casanova," will be shot endominance further; however, the tirely during the second summer
circumstances surrounding the session. Students who want to
malcing of the film did not allow act or be part of the movie should
it.
sign up for PAST. For more In"Club X" was shot entirely in formationcontactStanleyat381the McAllen-Edinburg area and 3303.

ClubX--slurs and anti-feminist comments
are ironic compared to the goals
of Club X. Leka 's character did
not require a complex or deep
portrayal, which minimized any
flaws in Leka's performance.
Dina Chavez' portrayal of
Leka's girlfriend, Roxanne Milan, is the wealc point of the
movie. Chavez plays a shallow,
aggressive college student and
her emotions seem chiseled out
of ice.
So long as Roxanne is in charge
of when she would let Daven
have sex with her, she is content.
Upon receiving the news that her
roommate had just died, Chavez
reacts with all the sensitivity of a
snail. In addition, when Daven
thwarts a knife-wielding masked
rapist, Chavez, seems more upset

Bill---state senator Hector Uribe after
reviewing Clement's decree.
"I'm a senator, not a magician."
"It was purposely worded in a
way that (any other provisions)
cannot be a possibility,'' said
House Speaker Gib Lewis, referring to attempts to include other
schools.
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Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

Dine in or Carry out

,-',,~
U

1410 W. University Dr.

Burgers • Beer • Sandwiches

Edinburg, TX

:

:

-----------------~----------- - - - - - - - - - 381-5921
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Flag---- -- $1.99
$2.99
--------------------------:Monday - Saturday 8 - 10 P.M.
:
-:
- Closed Sunday :
:
:
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:
:

DAILY SPECIALS

"No constitutional decision
Bacon
Smoked Ham
•Monday·
should give people the right to
Sandwich
Chesse Burger
destroy our nation or a symbol of
Rueben
Roast Beef
-Tuesday our nation," Owen said. ''This
Sandwich
was symbolic treason."
Smoked Turkey
Hot Roast
• Wednesday ·
Sophomore Ana Lee feels that
Breast Sandwich
Beef Sandwich
the flag is sacred and important,
Lean Corned
Bar B.Q.
·Thursday·
but '•if they want to burn the flag,
Beef Sandwich
Brisket
go ahead."
Tuna SaJad
Meatball
- FridayHector Ochoa from the educaSandwich
Sandwich
tion department does not agree
with the ruling; however, he
understands the logic ofit. Ochoa
felt that at the least, "Johnson
should have been fined for his
act."
Almost all the people surveyed
had one thing in common. They
felt that although Johnson had
the right to burn the flag, they
would never do the same or sup1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
port anyone who did.
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Anything with PAO LOGO ~ o

50% OFF
Friday, July 7, open till 2 p.m.
Open extra 2 hours during Sale
for convenience of staff & faculty

University Bookstore
University Drive & 4th Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539
381-2251
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